
 Rise     of     Dar     al-Islam 

 Assignment  :     take     notes     on     all     of     the     details     indicated     below     and     obey     the     warnings     below. 

 How     are     the     notes     due  ?     →     take     a     picture     of     your     notes  and     upload     them     to     Archie.     Make     sure     it 

 includes     all     of     your     notes.     Always     bring     your     notebook     to     class     too! 

 Remember  : 

 -  Your     notes     must     go     in     the     notebook     required     for     this     course. 

 -  Not     loose     leaf     paper.     Not     in     random     sticky     notes.     Not     on     your     hand.     Not     typed     out. 

 -  They     must     be     written,     with     your     hand     -     yes.     Pencil     or     Pen. 

 -  Organization     is     key.     Be     organized     with     your     notes.     Please     go     in     order     according     to     the 

 instructions.     Make     lists     like     “vocabulary”     or     “historical     figures”     (etc.)     easy     to     spot. 

 -  If     you     missed     class,     find     the     PDF     versions     of     the     slides     and     read     the     textbook     pages 

 indicated     below. 

 -  You     will     lose     points     if:     late,     unorganized,     unreadable,     or     missing     required     information. 

 Relevant     Textbook     (  Ways     of     the     World  )     Passages     for     1.1:     pgs.     362-397 

 Take     Notes     On     (  Using     slide     set     “Rise     of     Dar     al-Islam     (Slides     #2)  ”): 

 -  Everyone:     write     down     everything     in     bold     on     Basics     of     Islam     (#1)     slides 

 -  AP     people  :     write     down     everything     in     bold     on     Basics     of     Islam     (#2)     slide 

 -  Everyone:     write     down     everything     in     bold     on     “Muhammad”     slide     &     please     write     down 

 (numbered     1-5     to     make     it     easy)     the     Pillars     of     Islam 

 -  AP     people  :     write     down     text     in     the     red     box     on     “Initial     Spread     of     Islam”     slide 

 -  Everyone:     briefly     &     accurately     summarize     the     Arab     Conquest     from     Muhammad’s     death 

 in     632     to     the     Battle     of     Tours     in     732.     (use     the     “Arab     Conquest”     slide     &     class     discussion) 

 -  Everyone:     briefly     &     accurately     explain     how     Islamic     state     structure  developed  and 

 changed  from     the     death     of     Muhammad     to     the     year     1258.     Do     not     repeat     yourself     from     the 

 previous     summarization.     (use     first     “Governance”     slide     &     our     class     discussion) 

 -  Everyone:     write     down     the     text     in     the     red     box     on     the     second     “Governance”     slide 

 -  AP     people  :     leave     room     to     answer     the     question     in     green     (on     the     second     “Governance 

 slide”)     during     class 

 -  AP     people  :     what     is     the     position     of     women     in     Islam     (according     to     the     Qur’an)? 

 -  Everyone:     write     down     everything     on     the     “Technology     &     Innovation”     slide 

 -  Everyone:     write     down     all     the     vocab     definitions     and     explanations     of     the     historical     figures 

 -  AP     people  :     I     recommend     highlighting     or     in     some     way     emphasizing     the     major     dates 

 surrounding     Muhammad,     the     Arab     Conquest,     the     first     three     caliphates.     (If     you     want     to 

 add     detailed     dates     for     Mansa     Musa’s     Hajj     and     the     Mamluk     Sultanate     then     that’s     cool     too) 


